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Overview
National Railway Equipment Company (NREC) is the world’s largest
independent locomotive manufacturer. The company produces new locomo
tives, along with services that add seven to 20 years of life to used locomotives. NREC has also led the way in designing enhanced environmentally
friendly equipment for the railroad industry.With stringent self-imposed
regulations, NREC created an innovative “green” locomotive, constructed

“More Freight - Less Fuel”

strictest sound requirements.The last step of the project was to phase out

Challenge
GT Exhaust met the sound requirements on locomotives head on.With NREC’s
unique layout that requires a large amount of custom engineering, locomotives
can prove challenging.The body of a locomotive has very little room for any
extra equipment. Minimal free space exists due to the large number of compo
nents that go into a train.According to the projects challenge, each locomotive
has three generator sets, each requiring a sound attenuation solution.

• 40-65% fuel savings
•
•
•
•

80%+ reduction in NOx and PM emissions
700-2800 HP from modular 700 HP GenSets
Over 65% improved tractive
Remarkably low noise levels (79 decibels in 8 notch)

“More Freight - Less Fuel” means moving more revenue freight
with less locomotive fuel expense. NREC’s technologically ad vanced N-ViroMotive GenSet locomotives are proven fuel savers
that have become the preferred workhorses for switching and
road-switching operations in North America.
Want more information? Contact us.
n-viromotive@nationalrailway.com
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Solution
Because this is an ongoing partner project, GT has installed silencers on

from GT Exhaust are used in order to complete the exhaust system.
Customization is required throughout this process, and what makes the
project unique is that considerable customization is taking place on a very
large scale. In fact, GT and NREC are on the verge of completing the 200th
locomotive.Working with Mike DeMauro of Power Source Midwest, GT’s
local channel partner, has helped GT manage the details of this very large
project.
ing its relationship with GT Exhaust to also produce emissions solutions
for its locomotives.
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